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                    Warungku kampangu nyaru palyanu.  Jayquin
         Nyaru ngaatja ngaranyi rumiyaku, tjina anutja.
                                                                                     Kiefer
                       Ulkumanulu ngati piluni rumiyaku.
                                                                              Emanuel
Ulkumanulu tjawani
rumiyaku kurupatjarrangka.
Jayquinalu, Donnalu,  paluru 
kutjarra nyanganyi ulkumanulu 
tjawaningka rumiyaku.
                  Ngaatja ulkumanulu ngati tjawani rumiyaku.
                                                                                       Larghie
Ngaatja paluru tjawara urrkuni rumiya, paluru pungulpi 
ngatinguru.   Kristoff
             Tjulyatalu rumiya kutjarra mantjinu ngati yunngu.
                                                                                        Tristina
Larghilu rumiya 
nintini pipirri tjutaku.
                         Jeniva
Tristinalu, Emanuelalu, Larghilu 
rumiya witini.
                                   Jeniva
Kapunanilu nintini pipirri tjuta
tjarru urrkunytjaku.
                                          Jennicka Rumiya Kapunanilu tjarrulpi 
urrkuni.        Jennicka
    Kapunanilu rumiya kutjani warungka pangki piltilkitjangku.
                                                                                             Kiefer
Rumiya mankurrpa pangki kutjanutja warungka.    
                                                                       Jayquin
                     Kapunanilu kutjani rumiya ipangka.
           Minyma kutjungku kutjani rumiya tjuta ipangka.
                                                                                         Gloria
Amamilu kuwata kutjarra urrkuni rumiyanguru.
Ulkumanulu kilytjuntankula 
yunganyi pipirri tjutaku.  Seranna
Kuka nganana ngalkuni. 
Kapunanilu yunganyi pipirri 
tjutaku.    Seranna
Pipirri tjuta ngaranyi, 
rumiyaku patara ngalkukitja.        
                                         Sammy
Amamilu yunganyi rumiya 
pipirri tjutaku.  Sammy
        Pipirri tjutangku ngalkuni rumiya.    Sammy
        
English
1. Fire burnt (and) made burnt country.
2. This burned country is for goannas. There is a track where one has gone through.
3. The old woman is testing the ground for a goanna hole.
4. The old woman is digging for a goanna with a crowbar. Jayquin and Donna are watching the old woman dig 
for a goanna.
5. This old woman is digging a hole for a goanna.
6. She is digging for and pulling out a goanna. She hit it after taking it out of the hole.
7. Martha got two goannas from deep in the hole.
8. Larghie is showing a goanna to all the children. Christine, Emanuel and Larghie are holding goannas.
9. Kapunani is showing all the children how to pull out the guts. Kapunani is pulling the guts from a goanna.
10. Kapunani is cooking goannas on the fire to dry out the skin.
11. These are a few goannas with their skins burnt (singed) on the fire.
12. Kapunani is cooking goannas in the ashes.
13. One woman is cooking goannas in the ashes.
14. Amami is getting two eggs from the cooked goanna.
15. The old woman broke up (the goanna) and is giving it to all the children. We are eating the meat. Kapunani 
is giving it to all the children.
16. All the children are standing there waiting to eat some goanna. Amami is giving goanna to all the children.
17. All the children are eating goanna.
After the goanna-hunting excursion, Linda (Kapunani) Anderson taught the upper primary students about the goanna’s life cycle, 
using the ‘Rumiya warringka, rumiya kulingka’  (‘Goannas in the cold time, goannas in the hot time’) booklet. She told the students how 
goannas mate soon after they come out from hibernation after the winter, and lay their eggs soon afterwards. It was at this time 
the class went goanna-hunting. Linda also told the students that people do not hunt too many goannas at this time, so that there are 
plenty left to lay their eggs and have young.
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